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The crew is back in BOOK TWO of the Rune Alexander series. Rune and the
crew--some of them a little healthier, some of them a little more battered--take on
new monsters and unbelievable surprises in Blood and Bite. While Rune is
keeping her promise to Ellis and trying to get her mind fixed, the berserker goes
away to take care of some business--mysterious business he doesn't share with
Shiv Crew. What he brings back with him knocks the wind out of Rune and
makes her question everything she thought she knew about Strad Matheson. But
the worst is yet to come. With a mad vampire master she must destroy, a child
she must save, and unimaginable screams from a past she has to ignore, Rune
has her hands full. But there is always something new and terrible waiting in
River County--waiting, it seems, just for her. Because just when she thinks she
can't possibly handle one more terrible thing, she discovers a shocking truth
about herself, her blood, and her bite.
What occupies your fantasies?A hot boss?This great collection is filled with four
smoking CEOs hot enough to keep you awake all night long.Bossing the Virgin: A
Billionaire Single Dad RomanceNew town. New job. Will Nora handle the
challenges that follow?She finds out the hard way she shouldn't mess with the
boss. Can she run fast enough? Bossing My Friend: A Best Friends To Lovers
RomanceThey were supposed to be best friends. One night Jared disappeared.
After 10 years he's back with a request.Elsie wants to be his enemy. He wants to
be more than friends.Which one is right?Bossing My Dirty Enemy: An enemies to
lovers romanceJulian's only purpose: revenge. There's just one issue. Lisa. The
daughter of his nemesis.Can he exchange love for revenge?Bossing My Fake
Fiancé: A Brothers' Competition RomanceA difficult choice. While confronting her
past, Tessa's new boss has a proposition. There is one problem. Her ex and her
boss are brothers.Are they both going to betray her? Or one is the better
brother?Each book is a standalone novel and with no cheating and no
cliffhangers.You'll love this steamy 4-book collection because it will make your
heart flutter.Get started now.
When a young girl comes to Rune for help, Rune and the crew are thrown into a
strange case involving a type of monster they've never seen before. As they
follow the trail of bodies he leaves behind, they discover their new bad guy is just
one thread in the tapestry of lies and deceit they must unravel to get to the truth.
With the River County Others still struggling to survive in a cold, hostile world,
Rune continues to protect them as she leads her crew into a vicious battle
against one of the Annex's most brutal adversaries. In this ninth installment of the
series, Rune is faced with heartbreaking loss, breathtaking surprises, and
unimaginable horror. But her life has been forever changed with the stunning
arrival of a perfect, shining light. Her darkness will never again be quite so grim,
but will she be able to triumph over the forces that work tirelessly to defeat her?
With an outward gaze focused on a better future, Between Good and Ghetto
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reflects the social world of inner city African American girls and how they manage
threats of personal violence. Drawing on personal encounters, traditions of urban
ethnography, Black feminist thought, gender studies, and feminist criminology,
Nikki Jones gives readers a richly descriptive and compassionate account of how
African American girls negotiate schools and neighborhoods governed by the socalled "code of the street"ùthe form of street justice that governs violence in
distressed urban areas. She reveals the multiple strategies they use to navigate
interpersonal and gender-specific violence and how they reconcile the gendered
dilemmas of their adolescence. Illuminating struggles for survival within this
group, Between Good and Ghetto encourages others to move African American
girls toward the center of discussions of "the crisis" in poor, urban
neighborhoods.
At an obscure South Carolina nursing home, a lost world reemerges as a
disabled elderly woman undergoes newfangled brain-restoration procedures and
begins to explore her environment with the assistance of strap-on robot legs. At a
deluxe medical spa on a nameless Caribbean island, a middle-aged woman
hopes to revitalize her fading youth with grotesque rejuvenating therapies that
combine cutting-edge medical technologies with holistic approaches and the
pseudo-religious dogma of Zen-infused self-help. And in a rinky-dink mill town, an
adolescent girl is unexpectedly inspired by the ravings and miraculous levitation
of her fundamentalist friend's weird grandmother. These are only a few of the
scenarios readers encounter in Julia Elliott's debut collection, The Wilds. In these
genre-bending stories, teetering between the ridiculous and the sublime, Elliott's
language-driven fiction uses outlandish tropes to capture poignant moments in
her humble characters' lives. Without abandoning the tenets of classic
storytelling, Elliott revels in lush lyricism, dark humor, and experimental play.
"Wickedly passionate!"-- SYLVIA DAY, #1 New York Times bestselling author.
Inspired by Charles Perrault's classic fairy tale, "Three Wishes," the
SCORCHING HOT finale in the acclaimed Fiery Tales Series... Luc de Moutier,
Marquis of Fontenay, is haunted by the writings of a dead woman. He is the
subject of her romantic interest. Obsessed with her journals, he can't stop
thinking about the sweetly sensual words of the late Isabelle Laurent. Though
he'd never noticed her watching him from afar, he now compares every woman to
the innocent enchantress who invades his thoughts and most erotic dreams...
The old Isabelle is dead. Sought after by the most powerful men in the realm,
Isabelle has her choice of wealthy lovers. Her only goals are to provide for her
young son, and to maintain the ruse of her demise. Three reckless wishes led her
down the path she now walks. And there is no turning back. Only in her
anonymously published books and with her son does she let down her guard.
Charming and witty, she dons her social mask each day, her performance
flawless until the very man of her long-held private fantasies walks into her
life--and shakes the foundations of her carefully crafted world. When Luc meets
the beautiful courtesan, she captures his fascination and ignites an untamable
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hunger. He's determined to know the woman behind the façade. To deliciously
decimate her defenses, show her true passion and the pleasure of complete
abandon and surrender. Soon he discovers books written in a style all too familiar
to him... and that the past and dark secrets can't stay hidden forever. Note: This
book is a full length, EXTRA steamy historical, with a carnally-gifted hero, and the
woman he can't get enough of... Keep the smelling salts nearby.
Obsidian Wings is book four in the Rune Alexander series. Gruesome murders
begin to pop up in River County, and Rune is introduced to the bird shifters--to
one bird in particular, a woman named Cree Stark. When she gets a whiff of the
shifters' scents where COS had been executing a grisly sacrifice, Rune begins to
suspect the birds know more about the slayers--and the twins--than they're willing
to admit. Nothing is more important to Shiv Crew than finding Levi and Denim,
but when Lex psychically connects with the twins, it isn't good news she brings
back. As always, COS is at the center of it all. The world is beginning to look at
the church differently, thanks to the tireless work of Bill Rice and others like him.
The humans' acceptance is turning to fear. And what people fear, they hate.
What the slayers are planning next will either finish them for good or give them
everything they've ever wanted--Karin Love and unchallenged power. Rune and
the crew race against time to save River County from the biggest monster they've
faced yet. If they fail, the church will be closer than ever to their dream of creating
an Otherless world. In Obsidian Wings, Rune hides a devastating physical
weakness, makes an important choice in her love life, and gains a new
understanding that will help her face the future. No matter what happens, their
world is changing. The crew is growing. And so is Rune Alexander.
I'm new in town, new to the job and a new piece of ass for Felix Stone to destroyI
moved to San Francisco from Minnesota to start a new life. Getting mixed up in
Felix Stone's world was never my intention. He's my boss. He's filthy rich with a
heart of stone. I'm just a small-town girl trying to learn the ropes. I know he's
against the rules, he needs to keep his hands off me. But once he touches me, I
can never forget that feeling of my panties soaking wet. I'm addicted to his body,
I'm desperate for one more touch. I'm an idiot because I keep going back for
more. Felix shuts everyone out. He shuts his daughter out too, and she's just a
six-year-old kid. Why would I be any different? I know he wants nothing more
from me, than to ravish my shuddering body. By the end of this cat and mouse
game, I'm going to be left standing with my panties at my ankles and my heart in
my hands. This is a standalone novella of approximately 40,000 words. No
cheating, no cliffhanger, and a guaranteed happily ever after.
Nearing the end of a suspended jail sentence should unlock a brighter future for
CJ Davis, only the chip on his shoulder is as hard to shift as his bad reputation.
Born into a family of career criminals who live down Davis Road, an address the
cops have dubbed Davis Row, his name alone is like a rap sheet that makes
optimism impossible. Brand-new parole officer Noah Huxley is determined to see
the good in men like CJ. After all, he knows firsthand that bad things can happen
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to good people. His colleagues mock his doe-eyed optimism, but Noah soon
sees CJ's bad attitude and bravado are weapons he uses to keep people at a
distance. Both men know one simple mistake can change a life forever. At first
glance, they might seem to be polar opposites. Yet underneath, they're not that
different at all.
Originally appearing in the Dangerous Women anthology and now available as a
solo ebook, Shadows for Silence in the Forests of Hell is a chilling novella of the
Cosmere, the universe shared by Brandon Sanderson’s Mistborn series and the
#1 New York Times bestselling Stormlight Archive. When the familiar and
seemingly safe turns lethal, therein danger lies. Amid a forest where the shades
of the dead linger all around, every homesteader knows to follow the Simple
Rules: “Don’t kindle flame, don’t shed the blood of another, don't run at night.
These things draw shades.” Silence Montane has broken all three rules on more
than one occasion. And to protect her family from a murderous gang with high
bounties on their heads, Silence will break every rule again, at the risk of
becoming a shade herself.
****THE SILVERLIGHT SERIES IS A REVERSE HAREM SERIES**** Six
months ago Angus Stark was sent to prison, and no one on the outside has seen
him since. Denied the visitor passes that would get her into the prison, Trinity
grows more desperate with each passing day, convinced something terrible is
happening to him. She's not wrong. When the sentencing judge's wife goes
missing, Captain Crawford brings Trinity in to help track the woman. She agrees
to find Madalyn Bennett--if the judge will let her visit Angus. After her visit is
granted, Trinity becomes even more convinced Angus is in trouble. With her sexy
hunting partner at her side, she sets out to track the judge's missing wife. Every
single one of her supernaturals--her men--gather around her to help her free
Angus Stark. Because the judge has agreed--if she finds his wife alive, he will
give Angus back to her. As problems arise and the vampire master's hold on her
tightens, Clayton's very existence is threatened, and Angus's situation becomes
critical, Trinity discovers that battling demons and killing vampires might be the
very least of her troubles... --- "5 stars. All the fucking stars." -- "This second
installment is less dark than the first book but is a hell of a roller coaster. It's still
very complex, fucked up, bloody, violent and the feels were everywhere.
Sadness, anger, love, tenderness, cruelty. Everywhere and in everyone. It's
beautiful, painful and wonderfully done." -- "The love he shows during the book is
almost too much to bear and definitely swoon worthy. Shane Copas is adorable.
Never thought I would say that." -- "Dynamite, emotional, draining, exciting,
heartbreaking, uplifting, exhausting and wonderful read. CARETAKER was a
study in opposites and I loved it." -- "I love the dark characters with the tragic
history who require a lot of growth, and who are sexy as hell! " -- "Angus broke
my heart multiple times in CARETAKER, but he remains one of my favorite
characters. I think I like him even more now. He has become incredibly complex,
and I can't wait to dive into what seems to be the deep well of darkness forced
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upon him." -- "I am most excited by Leo Trask. In some ways, he reminds me of
Terrence, the troll from Jackie May's NORA JACOBS series - the huge,
dangerous, not outwardly gorgeous guy that is a protective marshmallow at
heart." -- "I will also note that this reverse harem series is most definitely NOT
slow burn..." -- "What is interesting is how the author handles the sex scenes.
Yes, they can be dark and graphic and hot and overwhelming (uh, sex on a pile
of vampire corpses anyone?)" -- "And as with BLOODHUNTER, there are plenty
of potentially triggering issues in CARETAKER. It is violent, bloody, brutal and
dark. You have been warned! But I would not miss this series for the world. It is
beautifully rendered and completely engrossing. Now how on earth am I going to
stand the wait on Book 3? HIGHLY recommended!" DARK URBAN FANTASY
REVERSE HAREM SERIES. May contain triggers for some readers.
After all she's been through, Rune Alexander thinks she can handle anything life
may throw at her. But when a mysterious disease begins to destroy the River
County Others, she must gear up for trouble unlike any she's ever seen. Trouble
that may force her to leave her world for an unfamiliar, hostile place inhabited by
a terrifying enemy. A world in which Damascus holds the power. Rune knows if
she's pulled into Damascus's world, she may never find her way back. But if she
doesn't go, the Others will die. All Others. In book 6 of the Rune Alexander
series, Rune must accept the fact that things are about to change. Decisions will
be made. Hearts will shatter. People will die. As always, Rune and Shiv Crew will
fight like the warriors they are to defeat the evil, stay together, and keep each
other alive. But this time, their fight will not be enough.
Stay alive at all costs. No attachments, no looking back, no emotion.The last
thing my father gave me was a key. No explanation, no details, just a key. The
last thing he asked of me was to take the key to a set of co-ordinates. But
survival in a fallen world filled with Feral isn't easy. The Fangs and the Claws,
once upstanding members of society are now slave to the virus, hunting
indiscriminately under a perpetually full moon.There is no hope. There is no
haven. Not alone. Not until them.They are a new breed of monster--beasts of
both fang and fur. Unaffected by the sickness, they crave only one thing, and it
runs through my veins. Survive, my father said. Look out for no one except
yourself. But sometimes the only way to survive is to make attachments.
Sometimes the only way to live is to accept a dance with death. And right now,
for me, the path to survival is in the blood. Here's to hoping it doesn't kill me.The
Vampire Diaries meets The Walking Dead in this Post-Apocalyptic Urban
Fantasy with a slow burn Why Choose romance
The one man she’s always wanted is now the sexy sheriff of their hometown.
Battered but not broken, grad student Brianna Avery returns to the childhood
home she abandoned four years ago. With her abusive ex behind bars, Bree
needs the summer to relax and recover before returning to school. But her
overprotective brother decides she needs someone to babysit her in his absence,
and he picks the one person guaranteed to drive her nuts. She’s the one woman
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he can’t have. Telling Bree no has never been easy. Four years ago, Liam
Hollister did it to preserve his friendship with his best friend—Brianna’s brother.
Now, no matter how she tempts him, he’s determined to do the right thing. As
deputy sheriff of their rural area, Liam is torn between protecting Brianna and
wanting her for himself. Take a risk or lose the chance. Spending so much time
alone together challenges them both. Old feelings and hurts resurface
immediately. With each hot, sweaty day it’s harder to deny their attraction. It’s
going to be a long, hot summer... Bullets and Bonfires is a stand-alone romance
by the author of the popular Lost Kings MC series. TOPICS: brother's best friend,
forbidden, forbidden romance, alpha hero, alpha, man in uniform, cop, sheriff,
small town romance, off-limits, little sister, older brother, older brother's best
friend, small town, steamy, upstate new york, rural, domestic violence survivor,
new adult romance, college, family relationships, friends to lovers, protective,
protector, self-defense, lost kings mc, fishing, bonfires, summer time, no
cheating, dominant alpha male hero, teller, murphy, motorcycle club, stand alone
romance, sexy, summer romance, summer reading, happily ever after, strong
hero, police, loyalty, bullets, shotgun, first in series, self defense, past trauma,
childhood abuse, survivor, friends to lovers romance, out of bounds, dog rescue,
bullets and bonfires
Rosie's two best friends encourage her to gain some real life experience through
online dating sites and blind dates before she writes her romance novel.
What's a witch to do when the werewolf council sentences the love of her life to a
fate that may be worse than death? She follows him into hell, risks her life to
save him, and then she brings him home. That's Abby Cameron's plan, anyway.
With the assistance of her demon half-sister, Jewel, a tempestuous broomstick
named Camilla, and a powerful obedient wand, Abby and her beloved hounds
dare to enter a dark, mysterious place from which they may never return.
Confident she will conquer whatever is waiting, Abby soon discovers she has
likely overestimated her power--and underestimated the evils that lie within the
shadows of Waifwater Woods...
Blockchain is an emerging technology for organizations to almost instantaneously make
and verify transactions, streamlining business processes, saving money, and reducing
the potential for fraud. This book covers the application of blockchain technology to the
enterprise world, it describes the opportunities and challenges for adoption of DLT
(Digital Ledger Technology) in a corporate environment, and specific use cases that
may benefit from a decentralized and distributed trustless network. There are many
books on blockchain, the new de-centralised ledger technology made famous (or
infamous) by Bitcoin, Onecoin and others. But as cryptocurrencies and stock markets
rise and fall with surprise volatility and the world economy emerges changed by
coronavirus and the resulting economic crash, many in industry are looking again at the
powerful features of blockchain and how these may help them adapt. This new book
sets out the core features of blockchain and uniquely describes, in natural language
and in real-life scenarios, how de-centralised ledgers may affect industries as varied as
virus-tracking apps, finance, investment and healthcare.
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Vassili I always thanked God for making me a beast in the cage, until Zariah came
along. Somehow, I blinded her to my stubbornness and claimed her like the animal that
I am. Now, I'm a husband and forced to compromise. But are we a team? No! I am an
Alpha! I keep my wife, my daughter and my unborn son safe... by any means. Even if
my enemy, king of the Russian bratva, is wrecking havoc! My father will die screwing
with what's mine. Zariah Marriage to Vassili is a roller coaster, and I wouldn't have it
any other way. We crave the highs and learn from the lows. Our precious daughter is
the glue that keeps us fighting for this love, in and out of the MMA cage or outside the
court of law, in my case. This perfect life might never be without trials, until my latest
assignment. Lord knows, Vassili will kill me if he knows the danger overshadowing our
lives and how the defense I'm fighting against could cause the end of us.... Warning:
This book is filled with smutty, sexy, grown folk sex between a man and wife. No
cheating. And besides leaving you hot, bothered and panting, there is a Happily Ever
After For Now (HEAFN) at the end. Not a cliffhanger!
“An intense, sometimes graphic, totally heartbreaking portrait of a character who will
keep pages turning.” - Booklist, Starred Review "An achingly fierce exploration of the
way the world wounds us and heals us. If you love exquisitely written coming-of-age
stories that will leave you breathless, In Sight of Stars is for you." - Jeff Zentner, William
C. Morris award-winning author of The Serpent King and Goodbye Days Seventeenyear-old Klee’s father was the center of his life. He introduced Klee to the great
museums of New York City and the important artists on their walls, he told him stories
made of myths and magic. Until his death. Now, forced to live in the suburbs with his
mom, Klee can’t help but feel he’s lost all the identifying parts of himself—his beloved
father, weekly trips to the MoMA, and the thrumming energy of New York City. That is
until he meets wild and free Sarah in art class, with her quick smiles and jokes about
his “brooding.” Suddenly it seems as if she’s the only thing that makes him happy. But
when an act of betrayal sends him reeling, Klee lands in what is bitingly referred to as
the “Ape Can,” a psychiatric hospital for teens in Northhollow. While there, he
undergoes intensive therapy and goes back over the pieces of his life to find out what
was real, what wasn’t, and whether he can stand on his own feet again. Told in
alternating timelines, leading up to the event that gets him committed and working
towards getting back out, Gae Polisner’s In Sight of Stars is a gorgeous novel told in
minimalist strokes to maximal effect, about what makes us fall apart and how we can
put ourselves back together again.
Rune Alexander captured a dangerous prisoner and turned her over to the Annex,
unaware of the trouble that act would unleash on her Crew... A small, dangerous group
has slipped into River County, determined to retrieve Lee Crane from the Annex. But
Eugene has no intention of handing over his prisoner. Then the group takes something
that's precious to Rune. Something that breathes, and cries, and bleeds. She pressures
Eugene to make a trade--and prepares to take the decision out of his hands if he
refuses. But when he unintentionally loses their leverage, Rune and her crew must race
against time to break down a wall of magic and save the battered life behind it. And that
may not be possible. Not even for Shiv Crew.
Join the Marcellos as they celebrate the holidays ... Cecelia wants one thing for
Christmas, and Antony thinks he can make the impossible happen for her. Never
underestimate a man who loves his wife. Lucian and Jordyn struggle to make this
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Christmas perfect for their kids when life gets in the way. Someone waiting in the wings
is willing to play Santa to make it all happen. Dante and Catrina battle the stress of
managing work and family through the holidays. Sometimes it takes the right kind of
reminder from those who matter most to make it all work. Giovanni and Kim have to
keep everything together-from business to party planning. Not to mention, they still
have to find something that will satisfy little Andino's one Christmas wish. A little family
spirit, and a bit of Christmas magic come together for all the Marcellos to make these
holidays the best one yet. Merry Christmas from the Marcellos. It's the only time of the
year when they dust off the filth. Broken into small novellas for each Marcello couple,
take a trip through the holidays with everyone from the Filthy Marcellos series. This
novella is meant to be read as an add-on to the Filthy Marcellos series, and is not
standalone.
Final book in the Silverlight series. Death, rebirth, change...and Darkness.Trinity
struggles with her new reality, but her biggest challenge isn't the tug-of-war within. She
must mature quickly to face a formidable opponent--a powerful man known as
Darkness--before he destroys everything and everyone she cares about. He has one
target in mind.The dragon.But in his pursuit of power, the enemy will threaten everyone
in his path--including the most innocent of the supernaturals. Will Trinity bring the only
light capable of defeating Darkness? Or will she lose herself, her sword, and her
supernaturals to the one man who can extinguish the light in them all? **Lightbringer is
the FINAL book in this series. Books are not standalone and must be read in order:
Bloodhunter, Caretaker, Peacemaker, and Lightbringer.
Strange Trouble is BOOK THREE in the Rune Alexander series A baby necromancer
calls her mother from the grave, starting a zombie infestation Rune and the crew are
not prepared to handle. But as always, they jump headlong into battle--a battle that will
lead into some of the darkest moments of Rune's life. Moments that will shatter her
tenuous grip on sanity and make her long for the man whose abuse allowed her to
function. And when she falls, the berserker is there to catch her. To bring her back. To
give her what she needs. The zombies are just the beginning. Worse even than the
zombies is what comes after--a nightmare witch named Damascus, a horrific decision,
and death. Always, death. As she is given another jagged piece to the puzzle of her
past, Rune knows that despite its best attempts, life doesn't have the ability to destroy
her--though she offers it all the help it might need. With Strad Matheson and the crew
behind her, Rune will stride through hell, horror, and the endless, black despair of her
own mind to show the monsters why Shiv Crew is the scariest group of warriors they
will ever face...
A desperate man in a dying kingdom is awarded the most coveted—and most
deadly—choice of all The once mighty kingdom of Jorsk is in decline, its borders beset
by enemies, both worldly and otherworldly. The king has retreated to the capital,
abandoning the far-flung provinces. The only hope of the people lies in their Chosen
One, blessed by the gods as defender of the realm. But of late every Chosen One has
died, targeted by the harshest of the enemy attacks. Only the most desperate of men
now seek that post. Devlin Stonehand is a desperate man. Overwhelmed by grief at the
death of his family, he has lost the will to live. But he has vowed to provide for his
brother’s widow and children, and the post of the Chosen One carries with it a
substantial reward. For Devlin, a farmer and metalsmith, it is the answer to his
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prayers—prayers that include a yearning for the oblivion of death. After he has won the
post, though, Devlin discovers that sometimes the hardest goal to achieve is that which
had once seemed the simplest. For unlike the other Chosen Ones, he persists in
surviving. Are the gods just tormenting him further, or does he have a greater destiny
than he imagined? Can a man who courts death ever truly come to embrace life?
Game of Chance (Vegas Heat Series, Book 1)
My husband can't make me pregnant...but maybe his twin brother can.I fell in love with Dale
when his twin brother was serving overseas. I'd seen pictures of a shaven-headed, more
muscular and dangerous looking version of my husband, but it's not until Carter is discharged
that I meet him in the flesh.He comes to live with us until he gets back on his feet. Then we
receive the devastating news that Dale is infertile and all my dreams of being a mommy come
crashing down. 'We can adopt, ' Dale says, but then he comes up with a crazier plan. Carter
can donate sperm, he tells me. They are identical twins after all. This way, I could have a child
who is for all intents and purposes my husbands.I tell him it's not right. I tell him that it's not fair
on Carter, but he convinces me to try. Months pass and with every new round of 'trying' I feel
closer with Carter and more torn about what we're doing. I love my husband. He's my world,
but I know things about his twin brother that are too intimate to ignore and I find myself wanting
more.My husband agreed to share my womb with his brother, and now I think he wants to
share the rest of me too.Between 2 Brothers is a 52,000 word MFM menage romance with a
happy ever after ending.
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Patricia Briggs comes a fantastical series set in a
world where magic is the only thing that stands between humanity and total destruction...
Seraph is a Raven mage, and among the last of the Travelers who ensure that the city of
Colossae is safe from evil. Unwelcome by those who fear magic, the wizard clans have been
decimated by the very people they’ve sworn to protect. But Seraph is spared a similar fate by
the ex-soldier Tier—and together they build a life where she is no longer burdened by her
people’s responsibility. But now Tier is missing—or dead—and Seraph’s reprieve from her duty
is over. Using her magic to discover her husband’s fate, Seraph realizes the prison that holds
the evil entity known as Stalker is weakening—and only Seraph can fulfill her ancestors’ oath...
After attempting to help the FBI expose a ruthless weapons and drug dealer, Amber Kelly
enters the Witness Protection Program. Unfortunately, her sister, who was once married to
said drug dealer, is forced to join her. But when her sister grows tired of their new life and runs
off with a local man, a nightmare ensues for Amber. The only person who can help her is Gage
Morgan, an edgy former police officer. The mysterious and compelling Gage must convince
Amber that he is not only on her side, but he is also her best chance to stay alive. Amber
wants her sister back. What she doesn’t want is to be attracted to her sexy new protector. But
in the haunted Smoky Mountains of Tennessee, desire trumps logic. And it leaves a
smoldering trail for the gunmen to follow... Each title in the Dark Justice series is
STANDALONE: *Dark Justice: Morgan *Dark Justice: Hunt *Dark Justice: McCabe
Werewolves are hunting me. I was just an ordinary girl waiting tables in a small-town bar. I had
no idea magic was real. That was, until I backed my car over a werewolf a couple times. In my
defense, the wolf was trying to murder me, and I was all out of mace. Now I've got a cult of
rogue wolves on my heels, and the only one who can protect me is Jaxson Laurent--the
Chicago Alpha. He suspects I'm special and can't take his eyes off me, but the problem is--he's
the sworn enemy of my family. Every time we get close it feels like something is going to rip
out of my soul, but the heat between us is irresistible. With danger around every corner and
wolves howling in the night, I need to master my magic and stand my ground, or I'll be dead
before the next moon rises. An action-packed urban fantasy, Wolf Marked features a kick-ass
heroine, a dangerous alpha hero, and a steamy slow-burn, enemies-to-lovers romance.
Prepare to be drawn into a mysterious and magical world, full of demons, shifters, and
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sorcerers. This story is set in the wider Dragon's Gift universe created by Linsey Hall, and if
you enjoyed the archaeology, history, and daring in her books, this adventure is for you!
He's always hit them and quit them... Xander Richards, a winger for the Wisconsin Wendigos,
has a reputation for never sleeping with the same person twice. Some say it's 'cause he
doesn't have any heart, but if you asked him at his most honest it's because his heart isn't his
own: he's hopelessly in love with his best friend and former linemate, who's now happily
married and traded away to Seattle last season. Playing the ice has always come easy... When
Xander asks out Jordan Darling, team trainer and massage therapist, he doesn't expect to get
shot down. It's a first, but it only makes Xander that much more determined to make Jordan
his. But Jordan wants a relationship, not just the one-night stands that make up Xander's
sexual life. Just when he thought his heart was on ice, love comes skating in... What Xander
doesn't know is that Jordan has been nursing an unrequited crush on him for over a year.
Lonely without his best friend, when he finally opens his eyes to what is right in front of him, the
chemistry is undeniable. And for once, it keeps Xander coming back for more Is Jordan the
other half of his heart? Will Xander put his player days and ways behind him? Or will he push
Jordan away to find someone who deserves him? Find out in this steamy sports romance
novel, filled with heart-stopping moments, heart-pounding sexual tension, and two hearts that
just might be what the other needs.
To love a Dark One is to invite death... It is wrong to love her. It is worse to want her. It is sin to
consume her. I desire all three. I've been given thirty days to prove my love to another
immortal--as a human. Cursed to use nothing but the side of myself I've always despised to
win her affection. I am Cassius, the King of the immortals, A Dark One. And today I tasted fear
for the first time. How can I win her when my human emotions overtake every ounce of logic I
possess? A darkness is brewing. One I cannot stop as a human. One that Stephanie, my
love's visions, have shown will be my end. Thirty days ago I was King of the immortals. Today I
know fear. Today I know how I will die. By her hand. The woman I love.
She's lived her life and it has been a good one. Marriage. College. A family. Slowly, though, life
moved forward and left her at a standstill. Until the lawn boy barges into her world. Bossy. Big.
Sexy as hell. A virile young male to remind her she's all woman. Too bad she's twice his age.
Too bad he doesn't care. She's older and wiser and more mature. Which means absolutely
nothing when he's invading her space. ***All characters are of legal age.***

*MATURE YA. Ages 16 and up* Sixteen-year-old Teagan realizes she's not
exactly safe in her little town of Crowbridge, but she is surviving. She fights the
few baddies who wander into her town, understands the importance of silence,
and learns the true meaning of isolation. For two long, lonely years. Then, with
the arrival of one strange little girl, everything changes. Teagan discovers just
how isolated and sheltered she's been when the outside world stomps into
Crowbridge, bringing with it darkness, death, and destruction. When something
unspeakable occurs and changes everything she is, the hunted becomes the
hunter as Teagan prepares to take back her world. She must conquer her
demons as she begins her search for two things--the precious one she lost and
the savage, evil beings who want to enslave her.
First he tried to kill her. Now, he's obsessed with her. Six years ago Trinity
Sinclair was the victim of a brutal vampire attack. The assault changed her into
something she has only recently begun to understand, and connects her in
unimaginable ways to her attacker. But the dominating vampire who attacked her
doesn't want to kill her. He wants to keep her alive. Unfortunately, keeping Trinity
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alive won't be easy when nearly every vampire in existence wants her dead. As a
Bloodhunter, she is one of the very few humans in the world who can give a
vampire his true death--and there is nothing worse or more terrifying to a vampire
than true death. Luckily for Trinity, she doesn't have to fight alone. She has a
special sword and six protective people at her back-- The vampire master who
attacked her, a mysterious hunter, and four incredible--and hot--supernaturals.
And she is as passionately drawn to them as they are to her--emotionally and
physically. Her unquenchable thirst for blood is matched by a primal, undeniable
lust, and Trinity realizes she is in more danger of losing her heart and soul than
she ever was of losing her life.
“My name is Rylee and I am a Tracker.” When children go missing, and the
Humans have no leads, I'm the one they call. I am their last hope in bringing
home the lost ones. I salvage what they cannot. I'm on the FBI's wanted list. I
have a werewolf for a pet, a Witch of a best friend, and have no need for anyone
else in my life. But when a salvage starts to spin out of control, help comes from
a most unexpected direction. One that is dangerously dark, brooding, and doesn't
know a thing about the supernatural. One whose kisses set me on fire.
Introducing the irresistible, ass-kicking heroine Rylee Adamson, Priceless is the
first book in USA Today bestselling author Shannon Mayer’s sexy, exciting, and
laugh-out-loud series, a dangerously addictive paranormal romance.
Last month, I was living out of my car. Now, I'm couch-surfing in Brooklyn. It's
about as glamorous as it sounds. All I've got are some bad memories, an empty
bank account, and a pigeon I named Hendrix. So, when a mysterious, sinfully hot
man offers me a deal, I have no choice but to accept. I'll pretend to be his live-in
girlfriend for a month. In exchange, he'll give me a job at his exclusive club in
Hell's Kitchen. Only problem is, there's way more to Asmodeus than meets the
eye. He's a literal demon. Like, from the underworld. He's rude, dangerous, and
probably a killer. But if I break my deal with him, I'll lose my soul. Fortunately, it's
just a month. A month of heated stares and fake kisses that feel all too real. My
soul-and my body-can totally survive this...right?
Supernatural superhero Rachel Morgan must counter a strange magic that could
spell civil war for the Hollows in this sexy and bewitching urban fantasy adventure
in acclaimed New York Times bestselling author Kim Harrison's Hollows series.
Witch and day-walking demon Rachel Morgan has managed to save the demonic
ever after from shrinking, but at a high cost. Now, strange magic is attacking
Cincinnati and the Hollows, causing spells to backfire or go horribly wrong, and
the truce between the races, between Inderlander and human, is shattering.
Rachel must stop this dark necromancy before the undead vampire masters who
keep the rest of the undead under control are lost and all-out supernatural war
breaks out. Rachel knows of only weapon to ensure the peace: ancient elven wild
magic, which carries its own perils. And no one know better than Rachel that no
good deed goes unpunished . . .
"An English professor in California struggling for tenure discovers that her exPage 11/12
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fiancae has just become the president of her college--and her new boss--in this
whip-smart modern retelling of Jane Austen's classic Persuasion"-Copyright: 034890237ea27ef7a6f055e69916636d
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